


A pool of 8 companies with the same mission: represent the 
Italian excellence in the luxury interior market. L.I.I.D. 
Luxury Italian Interior Design was born with this target, 
providing a network of companies, integrating their expertise 
and know-how to offer a bespoke solution for top clients.

BESPOKE
solution

L.I.I.D. is finally ready to satisfy premium 
client needs, placing them, in the center of 
a unique experience. 



L.I.I.D a dynamic project with a direct / indirect workforce of over 500 professionals including 
engineers, craftsmen, skilled workforce in order to realize any design idea and suggesting new 
aesthetic inspirations, national and international.

Personalization is the central 
point of L.I.I.D.



This collaboration is a plus that allows to control and coordinate all stages of 
production from engineering, timing control, supervision by direct prices of the companies 
involved offering to the luxury market, a unique contact.

ITALIAN
excel lence

L.I . I .D
LUXURY ITALIAN INTERIOR DESIGN

Via Enrico Toti 30  |  Marina di Pietrasanta, Lucca  |  Italy 

www.liid.org  |  info@liid.org
 





The focus was initially in the living room, 
where the use of classical decoration 
elements, a different comfort along with 
the most sophisticated fabrics and 
leathers, surrounded by fine inlayd panelling, 
changed forever the way the World viewed 
the room traditionally reserved just for 
“story telling”, and once trasformed, 
promoting and adopting the use of the tv 
screen in this area, it became a grand space 
for entertaining and for family life at the 
heart of every luxury home. 

since
 1926

Today the Neobaroque and Decoglam 
Mantellassi styles take the mood 
seamlessy from statemen living 
room troughout every room breathing 
an air of harmony trough the interiors 
of luxury estates worldwide.



Established 1926, is credited 
with the creation of the 
statemen luxury residences 
among the best addresses 
in the world.



Fine leather, precious fabrics, noble wood along with a 
perfect crafts, which has passed from generation to generation, 
following the Masters of the Italian Renaissance. If you are lo-
oking for the soul, watch between the colors, warm and bright, 
iridescent or matt, natural and scratchy and you’ll find it.

DETAILS





The continuous study and deep knowledge of 
raw materials leads to the combination of 
various materials such as fabrics, fine leather, 
wood,  the production of accessories, decorations 
and object design rendering unique any space.

PRECIOUS
stone



Pianeta Gemme is fruit of the 30year long 
experience of Alessandro Taurini, in handcraft 

mosaic creation who jointly to an highly specialized 
team has attained a commecial reality capable of 

shaping the stone for the most unexpected and 
daring use, making them a leader  in the field.



 A commercial reality 
capable of 
shaping the stone for the 
most unexpected and
 daring use and 
daring use

The lining of alveolar in Natural Stones, Mother of Pearl and 
Shell gives the possibility of numerous applications.

LINING





CUSTOM

Spaziodesign’s target market refers to 
an exclusive high-end clientele after 
quality, unique and unparalleled Italian 
design products, a personalized service 
leading to solutions which are able to 
respond to each individual request and 
demand. Clients who choose Gaudio 
are, inevitably, after a first-class union 
between quality, design and unlimited 
personalization.



Spaziodesign Ltd is an eco-friendly firm, making this principle its prior 
mission. Respect for the environment and for people (both manufacturers 
and the final client) is the driving force establishing its solidity and with 
which it works daily. Ergonomics, ecosustainability, environment, ethics, 
is what Spaziodesign Ltd is extremely pleased to promote.



ECO 
FRIENDLY

firm

100% design, prototyping,
industrial development and 
engineering

All Gaudio products are designed in Italy and carried out by 
skilled technicians working on highly advanced machinery 
and the latest numerical control systems





With our continuous research of advanced 
solutions and our constant search for new tech-
nologies it has been inevitable to get in contact 
with the Oled world (organic led), the most 
promising light technology of today.

Our aim is to propose ourselves as a partner for designing, 
realizing and installing complete custom systems created and 
produced through intelligent and advanced solutions to satisfy 
particular needs in style, techniques or exclusivity.
Already from the start we defined the concept “lighting 
integration” to identify our revolutionary idea and philosophy 
that predicts integration of light material, furniture and 
ambiences. With our determination and trust we have arrived 
today with a portfolio of delivered projects, acquired know-
how and proposed solutions like no other company in our field. 

LIGHTING
integration



Promotech is a dynamic entity that for 
more than a decade operates in the 

lighting integration field, a particular 
lighting concept that we 

have invented.



Our mission is to go beyond the expectation 
of our clients and deliver the most innovative 
ideas and foresee new technological solutions 
in lighting integration. We want to inspire and 
enhance new solutions in any interior design 
setting, regardless of style or ambience.
We want to be a company that stands out of 
the crowd, a company to which one can turn to 
when in need of revolutionary lighting integration 
installations.

MISSION





HAND MADE
ornament s



It’s now more than 60 years we deal 
with marble, stone and granite, 
reaching a very high level of experiece 
that assures to our clients the 
highest satisfaction.



Bertozzi Felice offers the 
advantages of the most 
advanced technologies 
combined with an artisan 
approach; as a result, we 
supply a very high quality 
standard joined with valuable 
hand-made ornaments.





Royaleather offers itself as the ideal partner for all interior design 
projects involving the use of leather materials, working on different 
levels according to customer demand.
General consulting, optimization of materials, a wide range of 
proposals for immediate use and the realization of bespoke materials, 
project engineering, covering of the structures, application on site.
Its technology, combined with the skills of its craftsmen, allows its 
customers to create customized materials, from raw material to finished 
product, by the combination of the techniques reported in its catalog.



RoyaLeather born in 2009 in Santa Croce Sull’Anro, an important center of tanning tradition in the heart of 
Tuscany.
The young entrepreneur Giovanni Giuntoli, with his strong experience in manufacturing and processing 
of leather, heritage of a three generation family business, decided to take an indipendent journey and present 
his knowledge inside the interior design market. A project that stands out for its originality and excellence. 
Experience in manufacturing and processing heritage of three generations.

CRAFTMAN
ski l l s



Experience in manufacturing and 
processing heritage of 

three generations

An experience that passes from father to son together with a 
creative spirit and the most innovative technologies, to realize 
projects that stand out for their originality and excellence.





We match the most modern technics together 
with the most ancient methods in order to build 
and assemble every kind of furniture, offering 
competence and seriousness.

A company with 
handicraft features



Arredamenti Siciliano was born in 1937 in a little carpentry 
shop, where the promoter, Mr. Francesco Siciliano, arranged 
precious cabinet-makings made to measure for the upper 
class of that period. Time, experience and a great passion 
for this job, have refined the technics and have remarkably 
widened the potentiality of the company.

We match the most modern 
technics together with the

 most ancient methods



since
 1937

Today they can realize very important works in Italy and in several other 
parts of the world. They have chosen to remain a company with handicraft 
features, just not to loose the tradition of this work. 





Each vessel layout is designed to meet your lifestyle. 
Yacht automation, by simplifying interactions with 
every device on board, makes your cruise enjoyable 
under every aspect. Discover functions with us:

INTEGRATED
FUNCTIONS

- LIGhTING & CURTAINS MANAGE

- FULL-CONTROL SCENARIOS

- AROMA DIFFUSION

- AIR CONDITIONING CONTROL

- ENTERTAINMENT

- NAVIGATION PANEL

- SECURITY SYSTEMS

- VIDEO-SURVEILLANCE

- TIMER PROGRAMMING

-  REMOTE CONTROL

Egodom3 is the only technology that brings together and simplifies the manage-
ment of all equipment on board. Egodom3 wants to be a unique choice and taste 

for those who always wants the TOP, no compromise.

Life Style in Yacht Automation



There is no doubt that the maximum security is achieved with advanced 
video control systems. Egodom3 tried, tested and integrated some of the best 

systems Ip Camera on the market. Considering the enormous possibilities 
offered by current technologies, each system is designed specifically for the 

specific needs of the owner.

Video control

With your iPad, iPhone and any kind of tablet PC 
or last generation smartphones, you can full control 
your yacht, see the security cameras, anytime
and anywhere, on-site and remotely.

With Egodom3 you never need to install any App!
Connect your wifi device to the central unit and 
you’re ready!

iPad, iPhone, Tablet and
SmartPhone Expansion Kit

Each yacht 
has its tailor-made 

automation





La nostra storia inizia con l’audio hi-Fi per la casa, in seguito professionale e high End si arricchisce poi 
con i primi sistemi video per grandi schermi. Da sempre ci guida la passione per il nostro lavoro e la grati-
tudine dei nostri clienti che ci spingono a cercare nuovi prodotti e perfette soluzioni tecniche e di arredo. 

In questo coadiuvati da tecnici e architetti. La progettazione è la nostra forza insieme alla preparazione 
professionale e alla capacità di trovare soluzioni inedite. 

The full sound experience

I suoni e le immagini hanno la 
capacita’ di liberare le emozioni. 
Vibrano nel corpo e stimolano le 
sensazioni. Ti fanno sentire. ti fanno 
pensare. Ti fanno vivere.



HOME CINEMA
DISPLAY

Second life
Lavorare con componenti di altissimo livello tecno-
logico ci ha posti nella condizione di utilizzare per i 
nostri progetti d’impianto “Prodotti Icone del Passato” 
insieme a quelli del presente e perchè no a quelli del fu-
turo, in ciò supportati dal nostro laboratorio sempre in 
grado di restaurare “Vecchie Glorie” audiovideo la cui 
tecnologia è tuttora insuperata. Pensate ai giradischi 
di nuovo richiesti, ai lettori cd con radio ai tv plasma 
ai videoproiettori, ai diffusori più prestigiosi. Un mer-
cato questo che abbiamo definito “Second Life” per il 
quale “la seconda vita” sarà certamente più interes-
sante della prima data l’estrema qualità di costruzione 
e il loro bellissimo design. Questo per noi rappresenta 
un settore del nostro lavoro in forte espansione che 
curiamo con grande passione 


